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A gas-station attendant chases escaped convicts who have abducted his girlfriend, and is blamed for
her father's murder. In the desert area of the Southwestern USA, Sarah Jane Bromwell is in love with
Johnny Del Grissom, a racing enthusiast. Sarah's father, Sheriff Ben Bromwell, doesn't approve of it.
A gang of escaped convicts, led by D. J. Wheeler, are stopped for speeding by Ben, who happens to
have Sarah with him. After Wheeler kills Ben and kidnaps Sarah, Johnny pursues them. Deputy Norm
Babbitt, who is also in love with Sarah, finds Ben's body, and Norm assumes that Johnny is the killer.
However, Johnny later convinces Norm otherwise, and enlists Norm's help. But Norm gets killed,
leaving Johnny on his own to rescue Sarah from Wheeler. Pay no attention to the positive reviews of
my fellow users. They are fools. This movie is pathetic. I was laughing so hard by the end of this
movie I almost wet myself, and it's not a comedy. All rules of logic, physics, and realism are tossed
out the window--the last 10 minutes has to be amongst the worst in cinema

history. I almost have to recommend watching this movie, because laughing at this film is actually
quite enjoyable. I came to this site to find the title of the film and was temporarily stunned to see
Frank Darabont as one of the writers. i say temporarily stunned because although Darabont is
recognized as a Hollywood

heavyweight, educated film viewers will recognize him as the talentless hack

that he is. If you've ever seen the overlong, tedious, Green Mile, you'll know what I'm talking about.
He put 2 incredible Stephen King stories on film--damn hard to screw up a story as incredible as the
Shawshank Redemption--but when

working from his own material--he produces The Majestic, easily one of the

worst movies of all time. Bottom Line--Frank Darabont sucks, and so does this movie. I'm out. This
could have been a really strong 8, but there are some poor editing choices or script problems that
don't build the suspense of how the two stories will collide; it takes way too long to get the reason
for the chase initiated; and I can't believe a parked car can bash through a cement wall in REVERSE.
So close, and yet so far..... The British BBFC-18 Version is slightly censored. Several scenes of
violence were cut. 646f9e108c 
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